
 

 
 

HOSPITALITY 
 
 
HOTEL 
- We are three guys on the road, we need a hotel no more than 20 minutes far from the venue. 
- We require 3 single rooms or minimum 2 double rooms WHIT SEPARATED BEDS! 
- We need a hotel with WIFI, A/C and breakfast included for 3 guys. 
- We need a SAFE spot to leave our car during the night with all our backline 
in it, so it’s better to get an hotel with private and checked parking. 
 
- IN CASE YOU WANT TO GET US A “BAND FLAT” OR ANYTHING THAT IS NOT 
AN HOTEL ROOM PLEASE GET IN TOUCH WITH US TO SEE IF IT’S ALL GOOD! 
 
FOOD 
It would be really appreciated if you want to welcome us in your club with 
a small catering at the soundcheck time, nothing complex, fruits, water, beers, snacks…just let us 
feel that you are happy on having us there! 
Dinner at the clubs is ok (restaurant is our first choice) the main request is to have a dinner in a 
warm, clean and (possibly) not noisy room. 
We are four omnivores. We eat vegetables, any kind of rice, chicken, red 
meat, any kind of seeds, soups, cereals, legumes…Local food is well accepted!  
As you know we are Italians so we would love not to have Italian food out of Italy if possible. 
For dinner we mean 2/3 courses with hot meal, vegetables, meat, wine… 
 
DRESSING ROOM 
We really need a spot to be used as dressing room, so please in 
case you don’t have one it’s requested that you take care of it. 
We need a changing room, warm clean and with enough seats to be 
comfortable for three guys, we also need coats hangers and suites hangers. 
We need a safe spot with keys where we can leave our staff while on stage. 
It’s ok to share the dressing room with other bands if the room is big enough! 
 
We would need 6 towels in the backstage 
12 bottles of natural spring water 
12 beers. If possible 9 free drinks for the bar. 
12 tickets for the guests list. 

 
ALL THOSE REQUESTS ABOVE ARE CONSIDERED PART OF THE DEAL SO PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY! 

 
That’s it, thank you! For any kind of questions please contact us at rudeboycorner@gmail.com +393929775512 

 


